
Crystal gave me just the hair cut I asked for. She was great.
May 19, 2014

Bought this for my mother, and she said it was a wonderful experience and 
this is the first time she has liked her hair cut, and the first person to cut it 
like she wants (she's very picky) - she couldn't be happier!
May 19, 2014

Very professional! Very knowledgable!
April 30, 2014 

Fabulous place and owner was so nice ! Made an appt and can't wait to 
go back!
April 22, 2014 

I recommend Glow Salon highly! Crystal is awesome and her shop is 
adorable, the decor is current, modern and edgy!!
April 05, 2014

very pleasant experience; plan to return
April 16, 2014

I would recommend Glow Salon to anyone. The atmosphere is amazing, and the work is 
by far top notch. With my experience in the industry I tend to be very picky about my 
hair, but this has been the first place where I not only receive exceptional service, but I 
also leave there with a new self confidence. Glow Salon is amazing!
04/03/2014

I went to Glow Salon for the first time this past Wednesday and I am absolutely in love 
with my hair! Crystal gave me exactly the color I was looking for! I have found my new 
salon! I would highly recommend Glow Salon to everyone!
05/31/2014

I had my first hair appointment today at Glow Salon. I'm so pleased with my new cut and 
color! Crystal did an amazing job! Now I'm ready for summer! 
05/31/2014

What an amazing job! I have been to so many places and most just do not 
get my hair right. The first time at Glow Salon, she nailed it! I know where I 
am going for now on!
about 2 months ago
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Having been a client I can say i love your style, and your glow ;). Come 
back to cali! You're skills are top notch. Your mineral make-up too, great 
quality and colors!
about 3 months ago

Crystal does excellent color!!!
about a month ago
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